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Today, after a decade of nearly full employment,

very little is heard about the Guaranteed Annual Wage.

Nonetheless, interest in this subject is still high a-

mong union leadership, and it is reasonable to expect
£hat, given a slightly less favorable rate of employ--

ment, agitation for employment guarantees by union rank

and file will again bring this subject to the fore in
collective bargaining sessions.:.

In this paper, I propose to review past develop
ments on this subject, including early Guaranteed Annual

Wage plans, union negotiation of more recent plans, and
the evolution and refinement of plans currently in use.

In addition, this paper will attempt to analyze the work
ings of plans currently in effect with regard to their

success in achieving stability of employment, their ef.

feet on the American working man, and on American society

in general.
The paper is divided into three chapterst the first

dealing with the early history of the Guaranteed Annual
Wage including employer initiated plans of the pre-World

War II era, political developments fostering Guaranteed
Annual Wage and the attitudes of union and management
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prior to the Ford, agreement of 1955* The second chapter

deals with developments in the guaranteed annual wage from

the date of the Ford settlement through 19^5. The third
chapter attempts to analyze these developments as to the

success of the guaranteed annual wage, and its effect on

our society.
Undoubtedly, the reader of this paper will note

the extensive use I have made of the work by Joseph

Becker. Unfortunately, this work was the only recent,
authoritative text on the subject which contained exten
sive figures on the cost, coverage, and benefits offered
by present guaranteed annual wage plans. However, the

work would seem to be accurate in that it is the result

of a government study initiated in 1966. The works con

tained in the bibliography represent the total number of
recent texts on the subject contained in the libraries

of the University of Washington, Carroll College, and the
Seattle Public Library. Therefore, I would caution the

I

reader that authoritative research on this subject is li

mited and conclusions reached on the basis of this mater
ial must of necessity be subject to modification as re

search and experience with guaranteed annual wage continues
I would like to pause at this point and clarify some

W

of the terminology which will be used in this paper. The
guaranteed annual wage is a concept which evolved during
the decades of the 1920's and thirties. With the passage
of the Social Security Act of 1935. all of the states
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set up unemployment Insurance plans. Ar a result of this
action, authorities on the subject of the guaranteed, annual
wage concluded that the most promising approach to en

courage the spread of income guarantees to the majority

of union members in this country would be";..to start With
the existing unemployment insurance system and negotiate
private supplements to the benefits provided by the pro

gram’.' ^Thus the guaranteed annual wage became Supplement

al Unemployment Benefits (S.U.B.). Therefore, in referring

to income guarantees prior to 19^7, I am referring to the
Guaranteed Annual Wage/ while in referring to such, guaran

tees after the "Latimer Report" in 19^7,‘ I am talking of

supplemental unemployment benefits.

Chapter I

Early guaranteed annual wage plans generally were
one of three types: the employment guarantee, which

sought to assure a minimum amount of working time; the
annual wage guarantee which attempted to guarantee year

•round paychecks; and supplements to earnings, which
tried to balance earnings in slacks periods with earnings
2
in overtime periods. The guaranteed annual wage plan of

the Procter and Gamble Company was of the first type:
it offered an assurance of minimum working time to qual-

Joseph M. Becker, Guaranteed Income for the Unem
ployed: The Story of Supplemental Unemployment Benefits
(Baltimore.Maryland: Johns Hopkins Press,19^8), p.ll.
ZA.D.H. Kaplan, The Guarntee of Annual Wages (Men
asha, Wisconsin: Geo. Bant Publishing Co., I9U7), p. 51.
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if led. employees. Thus, any employee with two consecutive
years of service was guaranteed 48 - weeks of employment
3
at between 35 and 40 hours per week. .Instituted during

the early thirties, the Procter and Gamble plan is one
of the oldest guaranteed annual wage plans, and possibly

one of the more successful in terms of good managementlabo” relations. However, the plan does have serious
weaknesses. The first of these is the fact that 52 weeks

of employment doesn’t necessarily mean that 100$ of
4
full-time wages will be paid. In addition, the plan forces

employees to be ready to work at several different jobs:
”A privilege of prime importance to firms guaranteeing
full-time work is the opportunity to transfer workers

from their customary department to other departments in?
which they are most needed. \This was seen as the most --acceptable}...alternative to limitations on the eligible
work force or a reduction in benefits."

Perhaps the best example of a plan of the second type
(an annual wage guarantee with 48 paychecks) is that of
r . "

the Nunn-Bush Company. Under this plan employees with one

or more years of experience are guaranteed 48 paychecks
(or, in effect, employment for the year) during each year.

The employees are expected to work overtime at regular

rates during the busy season to make up for the time lost

/Ibid •
^Ibid •. p. 73
5lbid •, p. 70
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during the slack season. The employee is reimbursed for
•

J

time lost during the slack season, and for any hours worked

beyond *1-0 per week for ^8 weeks with a bonus at the end
of the year. . Any shortage of hours is deducted from the

employee’s total for the next year before he is given any
bonus.In addition, the Nunn-Bush plan has the unique

feature of automatically adjusting wage rates to allow
for changes in the cost of living. The company has deter

mined that direct labor costs are equal to about 20$ of

the retail sales value of the product. As a result a fund
has been established which equals 20$ of estimated retail

sales for the next year. Employees covered by the plan

draw their checks from this fund on a pro-rata basis ac
cording to their wage rate. As the cost of living in- s
creases, the retail price of Nunn-Bush products Increases

accordingly, which in time causes the fund to increase
by 20$ of that amount. As a result, the sum available to

the individual worker Increases, and can be withdrawn by
him in his oaychecks. The opposite also hold, true: in a

period of declining prices, the fund decreases, and the a-

mount of money available to each worker drops accordingly.
The third type of plan (earnings supplements during

slack periods) is perhaps best typified by the plan institued prior to World War II by International Harvester.

^Ibld., p. 58.
'Jack Chernick and Geo. C. Kellickson, Guaranteed
Annual Waves (Minneapolis, Minn.: University of Minnesota
Fres, 19^5) p. 33«
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Under this plan (since discontinued) employees con

tributed a small percentage of their gross wages to
an individual account through a set deduction from each

paycheck. During slack periods, the employee was per
mitted to draw upon his account to offset his decresed

take-home pay. Withdrawals were permitted, only up to the
amount of the account. For those who continued.toneed^

additional funds, loans were available on a limited bas

is, to be paid back upon the resumption of a normal work
week. The philosophy behind such plans is perhaps best

explained by Jack Chernick:

"The principle behind loan plans is evening
out fluctuations in earnings of employees by
having them build up during the busy season
a fund upon which they may draw during the
slack period when employment drops off. Plans
included under this heading do not involve
any guarantee on the part of the employer.
All that he does is to provide the bookkeep
ing facilities required.
By 19^7 approximately 2.7$ of a representative
group of 2,700 companies queried indicateded that they
provided some form of income guarantee for their employ
ees. These figures would seem to indicate that approximately 42,500 employees, out of a total of 8 million em

ployed by these companies, had some form of wage guaran9
tee. However,.'I believe that it is reasonable to assumes
that these figures are overstated, to some degree: as was
8

Ibid., p. 25.
^Ibid., p. 62.
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noted above, not all plans falling under the heading
"Guaranteed Annual Wage" are, in effect, bona fide wage

guarantees. In addition, no figures are available giv

ing the extent of coverage a company with guaranteed an
nual wages gave- to, Its employees. Theoretically, a com

pany could offer a wage guarantee to a core of long ser

vice, highly skilled workers (who usually have no need
of such a wage guarantee due to demand for their services)
and indicate that it offered a wage guarantee on any
questionnaires it received.10Nonetheless, these figures

do give an idea of the very limited extent of guaranteed
arthual wages in the years immediately following World

War II. Even more significant is the fact that only

12,500 of the workers covered, at that time were employ

ed by manufacturing companies. Nearly three-fcurths of
the number of employees covered by some guaranteed an
nual wage worked for companies which fall into the clas11.
sification of consumer industries, let employment lnthese consumer industries is usually quite stable, while
employment in manufacturing can be quite seasonal. Thus,

it would seem that during this stage of guaranteed an
nual wage development, those who needed coverage most
were least likely to get it, while those who usually

10Such limited wage guarantees are still offered
by many companies today, hence union concern over the
length of service that will be required by a S.U.3. plan
to qualify an employee for coverage.
llKaplan, p. 64.
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did not need such coverage received it.
Several legislative developments occurred during
this early period of guaranteed annual wage which would

greatly influence the establishment of later plans, The
first and perhaps the most significant of these was the

passage of the Social Security Act of 1935* Along with
the more familiar provisions of this piece of legisla
tion were sections providing for some measure of unem-’

ployment relief. The Act originally provided for a 2%

tax on the payroll of employers who had eight or more

employees during twenty weeks of any one year. However,
the Act also provided that employers who were paying

taxes for the financing of an unemployment insurance

law could offset that state tax against the federal tax
up to a meximuim of 90^. "The inducement afforded by this
offset provision-resulted in the passage of state unem

ployment compensation legislation by all the states in
a very short time." 12
‘ I

The second development during this period was the

passage of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938.

V

The Act...provides a limited exemption from
the overtime provisions for employees covered
by collective agreements which guarentee an
nual employment* As amended in 19^9» the an
nual employment guarantee may be from 1,8^0
to 2,04'0 hours per year, for not less than
forty-six work weeks of at least thirty hours

1o

Gordon F, Bloom and Herbert R. Northrup, Eco
nomics of Labor Relations. (Homewood, Ill.: Richard D.
Irwin, Inc., 1965") p .663•

9
13
per week. J
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In effect this enables an employer who has guaranteed.

annual wages to avoid paying overtime rates for hours
in excess of UO per week, asllong as total hours worked
by any one employee do not exceed 2,080 per year. Howlij,
ever, use of this provision has been very limited

The last legislative development was the passage c

of the Employment Act of 19^6. ‘This act provided:
It is the continuing policy and responsibil
ity of the federal government to use all
practicable means consistent with its needs.and obligations and other essential consid
erations of national policy, with the assist
ance and co-operation of industry, agricul
ture, labor and state and local governments,
to co-ordinate and utilize all its plans,,
functions and resources, for the purpose of
creating and maintaining, in a manner cal
culated to foster and promote free competi
tive enterprise and the general welfare, con
ditions under which there will, be afforded
useful employment opportunities including
self-employment, for those able,, willing,
and seeking to work and to promote
n
employment, production and purchasing power. 5

Obviously, any act which promotes generally full
production and maximum purchasing power is going to have
the

effect of encouraging wage guarantees through the

lowered costs which steady production tends to encourage.
Along with the advent of favorable legislation,

♦

union leaders seized upon the generally favorable feelings

^Ibld., p. 551.
Kaplan, p. 221
■^Bloom, p. ^52.
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of union member toward guaranteed annual wages to
bring this issue to the top of the list of new bargain

4

ing demands. At this point, I would like to turn to a
*

a discussion of these feelings of the members of the lar
ger unions, and analyze some of the arguments pro and

con concerning guaranteed annual wages

which were ad

vanced during this period.

.

During the final years of World War II, union rank

and file became more concerned with job security than
ever before. Their concern was. understandable, given the

uncertain state of the post-war economy and the prospect

of millions of job seekers entering the post-war labor,
market upon demobilization of American combat forces. In

addition, these workers had succedded in obtaining rela

tively high wage rates during World War II due to the

scarcity of labor and naturally wanted to maintain these
premium .rates. As a result of these feelings, the union
instituted several studies of guaranteed annual wages and
encouraged President Roosevelt

to order a government

study of the matter. As a result, the President directed

the Advisory Board of the Office of War ■ Mobilization and

Reconversion to tale up a study of regularization of employment and production.

*

16

This report (commonly referred

to as the "Latimer Report") concluded that one of the

most effective ways of encouraging the guarenteed annual
16

Becker, p. 11.

.

11
wage would be the integration of payments under an an-

4

' nual wage agreement with concurrent payments from an
17
unemployment compensation fund.
Among the other rec

ommendations of the "Latimer Reoort were the following:
1. ) Benefits were to be paid from a fund
built up by employer contributions that
would be made at a predetermined and
. limited rate.

2. ) Beneficiaries were to be limited to
workers who had developed a "substan
tial” connection with the employer's
work force.

3. ) A combined benefit should be paid which
would consist of unemployment Insurance
compensation and a supplemental payment
from the employer's fund ; the total
benefit would equal a percentage of the
covered employee’s average weekly wage.
The supplemental., payment was to vary in
versely with the amount of the unemploy
ment insurance benefit.
4. ) Beneficiaries were to , be required to
register with the public employment ser
vice and to meet the Unemployment Com
mission’s standards governing availabil
ity for suitable work.-5-"
The "Latimer Report” is particularly significant

in that it provided a concrete analysis of probable

costs and methods of administration for S.U.B. plans
which moved the proposal out of the area of the general
ly desirable to that of the currently feasible.’ In ad

dition, the report chose that combination of provisions

for such a plan which would be the most acceptable to

^Zlbld.
iOKaplan, p« 176.
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the general public and to employers at that time. 19
Finally, as I mentioned in my introduction, the report

brought about the shift in emphasis from the guaranteed
annual wage to supplemental unemployment benefits.
With the advent of the "Latimer Report" union agi

tation, -for some sort of wage guarantee reached its height.
I would like to turn now to some of the arguments for
and against such a guarantee which were presented by man

agement and labor during the period following the report
(19^7) to the negotiation of the first major S.U.B.
plan by the U.A.W. with the Ford Co. in 1955*
Perhaps one of the most involved of the arguments

labor presented for the adoption of S.U.B.(and earlier
guaranteed annual wages) was the "Purchasing Power" the
ory.Reduced to the essentials, this theory stated that:
"...full time payrolls for the wage earner
would mean fuller utilization of our resources
in productive employment and as a consequence
the maintenance of a high national real income
in which th^Qindivioual worker’s share would
be secure."

Although union leadership relied heavily on the
"purchasing power"theory to justify S.U.B. economically,
they also relied heavily on other arguments which em

phasized the natural rights of the working man. Labor
leaders saw industry-wide adoption of the annual wage

principle as a logical step in establishing the "natural

^Chernick, o. ^7 •
Z0Ibid., p. 82.
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equity of labor;" or as Chernick puts it "...the, work-

ers want the satisfaction of feeling they are a part
of the Industrial community entitled to a share in its
administration and in the decisions that affect their wel-

'fare."21 Ka
In addition, labor leaders appealed to the pub
lic at large by arguing that using and discarding labor

resource at will was wasteful, and that in the end the

result on this higher "overhead cost" was to increase
the burden of society in general by causing a waste of
22
human resources.

Union leaders also argued that the changing eharacter of the economy necessitated some form of S.U.B. The
chief spokesman for this point of view is quoted here at

length, as quoted by Jack Chernick:
Dr. Sumner Slichter, writing in 19^1 observed:
"Until 1920, the American labor market was
a market of movement, in which the behavior
of men was dominated by the idea of oppor
tunity—a market in which there- was a cent- '
slderable number of men ready to give up one
job in the hope of getting a better one."
Slichter observed also that before World
War I the separation rate averaged about
100$ of the working force per year and over
two-thirds of these were resignation. By
1929 the median separation rate in manufac
turing industries was about 50$ per year.
"In a market of diminishing movement and there
fore diminishing hiring," he declared," a
man once displaces hat, trouble in quickly
finding a suitable opening. In such a mar
ket layoffs become matters of vital concern,

21 Ibid., p. ^8.
22 Kaplan, p. 162.

and employees fight hard to keep their jobs."

23

Thus, union leaders argued that, once hired, an

employees had a vested interest in his job, and manage
ment had an obligation to take whatever steps were necessary to maintain him in that job.

Arguments based on economic theory, arguments

based on a social reponsibility, arguments based on so
cial costs: union leaders had brought extremely power-

ful forces to bear on management in an effort to secure

S.U.B. I would like to turn now to the arguments that

management used in an effort to refute labor’s demands.
Management devoted considerable attention to the

cost of such a S.U.B. program, with emphasis on the ef

fects of such a program on marginal firms, and on the

general level of prices in the economy. Management claimed,
that wage guarantees would create additional fixed over

head which in turn would widen the spread between high
prices at peal; levels and low prices during depression*
Furthermore, it would seem that such a spread of prices

would fall upon the small and/or marginal firm especially hard.

Industry pointed out the fact that the firm

least likely to build up the reserves required by a wage
guarantee would be the growing firm which was using its

profits for expansion and which was also likely to be

P^Chernlck, p. 48.
‘ Kaplan, p. 164.
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most sensitive to economic downswings. In addition,
were a firm in a position to do so, higher costs as a

result of S.U.B. would be passed on to the consumer in
25
the form of higher prices.
Finally, management stated
that "the net tendency (under guaranteed annual wages)
would be clearly be to slow up expansion of business by

the diversion of ^investment capital^ to safer trust fund
channels

-

With regard to the "purchasing power” theory, man
agement pointed out. that even if the added purchasing ;
power of labor could markedly affect the economy, under
a system of consumer freedom there is no

way to' ensure

"...the flow of consumer funds into different channels

of production in the relative, amount needed by specific
industries to support full payrolls.”2? Thus, it was con
sidered probable that the situation might arise where individual firms were being forced to lay-off workers while

the economy as a whole was enjoying, full employment. In
addition management referred to findings of the "Latimer
Report" in arguing that it would be dangerous to expect

that a single device such as guaranteed annual wages

would remove the causes of depression if relied upon as

25
z
2gibid., p* 165.
o/slbid.,p.lb6.
z'Ibid., p. 204.
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the chief anti-cyclical weapon.

2B

industry leaders felt that problems involved in ne
gotiating guaranteed annual wages with many small firms

in a given industry and possible illegality ofunemployment Insurance compensation being received concurrently
with S.U.B. would prove insurmountable. However the big
gest single objection of industry to S.U.B. (or guaran

teed annual wages) was the possiblity of government involvment in the consumer economy to a much greater degree

than had previously occurred. To quote A.D.H. Kaplan:

Guaranteed payrolls could not under a system
'of consumer freedom, ensure the flow of con
sumer funds into different channels of pro
duction in the relative amounts needed by
specific industries to support full payrolls.
A guarantee by industries not so supported
would thereupon make their continuing in busi
ness even more, rather than less, precarious.
(The conclusion remains].. .that if a system of*
generalized guarantees across industry, in
terms demanded by leading Industrial unions,
is to be made effective with sustained pro
duction to match the guarantees, the econo
my must be placedunder a new discipline. An
authoritative role would have to be created
for a government agency as the arbitrator
of the flow of commodities, manpower, machin
ery, investments, and fund to keep pace with
the stride of the payroll commitments in the
affected areas of the economy.
Management found in this statement the confirmation ,

of their worst fears: that of the establishment of a con-

"Chamber of Commerce of the United States, Jobs
or Jobless Pay—The Real Issues behind the New Guaran
teed Wage Proposals TWashington: Chamber of Commerce
Printing Office, 195^), p» 60.
^^Kaplan, p. 204.
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trolled economy, with the corresponding loss of their
o?m independence. Industry might have been willing to
go along with many of the unions* arguments for guar

anteed annual wages but as long as the spectre or governcontrol hung over the issue of guaranteed annual wages,

management was prepared to oppose the issue for the

fore

seeable future. These fears of government involvment
with the consequent loss of ’’management perogatives" were

not at all alleviated by statements of union officials

who demanded an equal union voice in matters such as pro
duction levels, rate of expansion, technological changes,
■ an ■ size and location of new plants and pricing.
Management
undoubtedly overstated their fear in this regard, and

experience has shown such misgivings to be completely

unfounded,, Yet It is interesting to speculate .upon the

course S.U.B. would have taken had the Democratic party
;?V'-

•-?

been returned to office in 1952. It is probably reason
able to expect that the fears of industry concerning gov

ernment involvement were at least partially alleviated
by the return of the Republican party to the office of

the presidency after a lapse of 20 years.
Certainly policies of union leadership were also hav

ing their effect on the adoption of any S.U.B. plans

during this period, and I would like to direct the reader’s
attention to some of these early (19^7-55) policies at

30 Chamber of Commerce, p, 66,
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this time. Perhaps the clearest statement of the feeling

of the A.F.L. regarding guaranteed annual wages (or

S.U.B.) during this period was enunciated by Kaplan,
who listed four prerequisites which the A.F.L. felt ,

would have to be met before an acceptable guaranteed an
nual wage or S.U.B. plan could be formulated. Reduced to

their essentials, these conditions were: first, that any

plan'must be adapted to the operation relations of a par

ticular

firm or industry; second, that it must not be

used as a device to reduce the established wage standard
of the workers under the plan; third, it must not give
greater stability;to one group at the expense of the rest

of the employees of the establishment, turning the others

into “casual Workers"; and fourth, the plan must be an

■' .

outgrowth of mutual agreement between union and manage. 31
ment dictated by the practical experience of both.
The

central problem of the A.F.L. was concerned about^was the
loss of high rates to its members if S.U.B. was insti
tuted. -These high uage . rates
were justified primarily
by
. '
...

the fact that, especially‘in the construction industry, .

the working year was considerably shorter than the "average" 50 week year that prevailed in other segments of
American industry. If the working year were extended due
" '3.\

<V. p’.“
V-'

to some form of S.U.B., the craft unions would lose one

of their strongest arguments for these higher wage
^Kaplan, p. 20.
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rates.

32

In addition, the craft unions feared a loss

of distinction between the various crafts due to the
possible necessity of greater versatility of workers

under a wage guarantee plan: thus when the excavating is
over, excavators would become plasterers, etc. 33 As a
result of these fears, the A.F.n. gave only limited endorsement to the guaranteed annual wage, while C.I.O.

unions made it a virtual matter of policy.
As a result of these differences, it is not surpris

ing that unions of the C.I.O. were leaders 4>f agitation

for S.U.B. and become the first to negotiate contracts
containing a modern S.U.B..- plan with a major U.S. indus
try. The second chapter of this paper will deal with these

modern S.U.3. plans, originating with'the first major union
settlement containing S.U.B.—the Ford/U.A.W, contract

of 1955-

Chapter II
For several years prior to the 1955 contract nego

tiations, the U.A.W (C.I.O.) had gone on record as con

sidering some form of S.U.B. to be the number one bargain

ing demand. As a result, Ford used the advance, warning of
the union to conduct extensive studies on the subject.
The result was a settlement containing S.U.B. which was
32
ooChernick, p. 71.
"’Kaplan, p. 39*

• { {■*'? •

reached, without a strike. Although the union did. not re
ceive a guarantee of 48 weeks of employment for all work

ers at the Ford plant, as it had originally demanded, it

did receive acceptance of the principle of S.U.B. by a
major American industry. Under the terms of the contract,
union members with one year or more of seniority were

assured of receiving 60-65% of their take home pay for

periods of up to 26 weeks if Ford laid them o**f for any

of a specific number of reasons. The plan also provided
i

for a method of assuring that some benefits would be a-

vailable if and when long service employees were laid
off. Ford was required, to establish a fund out of which

benefits

were to paid out to employees receiving S.U.B.

The fund was to be financed by a contribution of 5^ per
man hour worked. Ford won the right to determine disquali

fication procedures, while denying the unions any voice
in the proceedings. However, a complicated procedure was

established whereby grievances over such disqualifications

could be brought before an appeal board composed of both
34
union and management representatives.
The establishment of such a plan was not only signi
ficant in that it made S.U.B. an actuality rather than

f merely a theory, but also in that it acted to redistri

bute income to unemployed workers. At the same time,,the,
~

34

’

Becker, p. 20.

.•

' .

‘

• •
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redistlbution was accomplished without any direct cost
to society as a vzhole, in that the overall cost of the

settlement had been dtermined early in the contract nego

tiations, and the union then forcing Ford to pay part of
the wage Increases in the form of a fringe benefit'

S.U.B.35
The success of the unions in securing S.U.B in the
automobile industry was quickly duplicated by unions in
such diverse industries as steel, rubber, and cement. In

deed, by 1955. 1.9 million worker (representing about

25$ of the workers .coverd in 1,773 contracts analyzed by
Becker) were covered by S.U.B. plans. The percentage bf
'workers coverd to the total work force in an industry '

varied from 1$ in the food, chemical, and construction
industries to a high of 92.4% in primary metals.

The

U.A.W. which suceeded in negotiating the first major S.U.B.

contract also succeeded in negotiating similar
with all the auto and agricultural implement companies,
with Douglas Aircraft Co., the Martin Co., Ling-Tempco-

Vought and the Vertol Division of the Boeing Co. Of 782
contracts representing 75$ pf the total membership of

the U.A.W. in 1967, 188 or 25$ contained S.U.B. provisions.

However, these 188 contracts represent 59% of the total
37
membership of the U.A.W.
ollbid., p. 21.
Ibid., p. 47.
Ibid., p. 24.

in b.-
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Although most of the S.U.B. plans currently In ef

fect are between the union and. a single employer, a
significant number of plans have been negotiated, be

tween unions, and. groups of employers bargaining as memop
bers of an association.
The few multi-employer plans

which are in effect take on additional significance when
it is noted tha" industry spokesmen in the late 19*i-0’s
had stated that multi-employer plans would, be impossible
39
under any conceivable form of S.U.B,

Although I have mentioned in a general way some of
the causes of S.U.B., I would like to pause at this point

to make a more detailed examination of the underlying

causes of Supplemental Unemployment Benefits during the

decade 1955-65* Undoubtably the primary reason for any
union demands for S.U.B. is the,experience of its members
with unemployment. However, the situation can and does

occur in which a union succeeds in negotiating a S.U.B.
plan with one firm, but does not succeed in negotiating
a similar plan with another firm in the same industry,

leaving the question—why will one firm fo along with
S.U.B. but not another? One reason is the fact that the

employees of a particular firm may have had little exper

ience with unemployment and as a result are unwilling to
strike to obtain S.U.B. Another explanation for the dls!
Ibid., p. 36.
Kaplan p. 168.
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'
.
•
'■ ■ . ' •
parity among firms regarding S.U.B. is the fact that

•- •'

unions will often trade generous S.U.B. provisions for

acquiesence to a firm’s adoption of automation. A case
in point here is the Alan Wood Steel Co. which negotl-

ated the most liberal set or S.U.B. provisions of any
company in the steel industry. In return, union, oppo. •
'
.
-■ ■ • -

•

sltion to the automation of Alan Wood’s plants almost
;
40
completely disappeared.
A firm which has had a problem

with dispersion of its work force during lay-offs would
probably find S.U.B. an attractive tool for the preser
vation of its work force during periods of lay-offs, Other

benefits of S.U.B. which might be attractive to the man
agement of a particular firm are: first, the fact that

a S.U.B. program will usually diminish the use of"bumping" by high seniority employees who would now find a
lay-off more attractive; and second, the possibility
that a private S.U.B. plan over which the employer ex

ercises a great deal of control would preclude the lib

eralization of state unemployment insurance benefits

over which the firm has little, if any control.
The unions find S.U.B. attractive not only as a
tool for reducing hardship to its members in the event

of a lay-off,but also economically, in that an employer
may be more willing to grant S.U.B. that to grant an In

crease in basic wages of the same amount: basic wage
40
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rates are used to calculate pensions and other fringe
benefits while S.U.B. usually has no effect on the cost

of other such benefits. As a result, an increase In S.U.B.
usually results in a lower total overall cost than an

identical increase in basic wage rates. Unions also
like the fact that S.U.B. benefits are not income to its
members until actually received. This is especially beneficial to unions with members in the higher tax brackets:
one reason that S.U.B.is usually more likely to be nego-

tiated by a union which has already obtained high rates

of pay for its members than by a union which is still
struggling to obtain high rates. Finally, a S.U.B. plan

offers advantages to the union as an institution: not on
ly does it tend to convince newer members that the union
»■

us
.-..'A.

cares about them

but it offers: the opportunity for; con-

tinuing activity on the part of the union. Union repre

sentatives are always part of an appeal board for S.U.B.

'V'

and, as a result the union are able to dramatize their role

as the representative of the working man continuously rather
4l
than just during contract negotiations.

A final partial explanation for S.U.B. is that it
represents a continuing trend toward increased fringe
benefits for union members: since 1951» wage supplements

in the form of fringe benefits have been rising at the
41
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rate of 6% annually--nearly twice the 3.2^ rate of
42
basic wage increases.
Nnw that we have briefly examined the coverage of

S.U.B. among union, members in this country, and have an»

alyzed some of the immediate causes of the establishment
of such plans, I would like to direct the attention of

the reader to an analysis of the "anatomy" of a modern

supplemental wage guarantee plan,This paper will concern
itself primarily with features which are common to all

plans, using specific examples in cases where a plan

might differ markedly from the norm.
The first, and perhaps most important question

that must be considered in the case of a S.U.B. pl^n is

•

* • ’ 7^ •

who shall be covered by theplan. To determine eligibility
" •
'
•
I l.l
•
one must look first to the required quantity and quality
of employment. Generally this requirement merely states

that the employee must have been a full time part of the

company’s work force for a specified length of time to
be eligible for benefits under the plan. Originally this

minimum amount of seniority was one year for most major
plans. Currently, seniority requirements vary from three
months at Ford to five years at R.C.A. The second consid

eration to be taken into account in determining elicrlbility under the plan is the required quality and quantity
of unemployment. All S.U.B. plans deny benefits to claim-

42.
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ants.who have voluntarily quit or are out on strike.
Usually any dispute center around the requirement that

*

a claimant be able and willing to work. Some plans state
an applicant meets these requirements if he is currently

receiving state unemployment insurance payments. Other

plans have separate provisions determining employee eli
gibility. For instance, in the U.A.W./Ford, contract, an

employee who takes a layoff instead of accepting a lower
paying or less desirable job is eligible to receive S.U.B.

payments if he could h -ve done other work at the plant

(work which paid as well and was as desirable as his for43
mer job) had he had sufficient seniority.
However,
in the same contract S.U.B, is prohibited if the employee
is laid off due to a strike by employees who are members

of the union which covers the laid off employee with a
S.U.B. contract, and these striking employees are employed
by any plant or installation of the company. ‘ Plan bene
fits may be paid out to an employee who is laid off due
to a strike by employees other than members of the con

tracting union. The net effect of these provisions is
merely to clearly limit the ability of a S.U.B. appli

cant to refuse "suitable” work when offered, but in prac
tice "suitable" is so defined as to enable an employee

with S.U.B. to refuse any job he could have refused be-

43
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fore S.U.B. With regard to causes of a layoff beyond
the employee's control: in the event of a strike-caused

lay-off, S.U.B. may or may not be pdd, depending on
what union the strikers belong to; in the case of a per

manent lay-off, an employee is usually required to ac
cept a lump sum severance payment instead of S.U.B. pay

ment.
Once it has been determined if a laid off employee

is eligible for S.U.B. the question arises: how much
will he receive? Originally, S.U.B. plans paid a total

of about 65% of the net straight time wages (unemployment
insurance plus enough from the S.U.B. fund to achieve
the desire percentage) up to a maximum dollar amount.

Plans currently in effect call for the payment of between
?0 and 85^ of a claimant's gross wages, with an allowance

for the number of dependents the employee has. The total
amount which can be received by any employee in a given

week is still limited by some type of variable maximum
(figured according to the number of dependents claimed).^5

Under all plans the length of time benefits may be re

ceived is limited. Depending upon the plan,benefit dur
ation may be limited to a period of between-z26 weeks and 5
46
years with a one year limit the most common.

45
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Financing of all plans in effect is accomplished

in terms of a contribution rate based upon the total
number of man hours or man days worked during each pay
period. By 1964, most major plans called upon the employ
er to contribute five cents per man.hour worked into

the S.U.B. fund. These contributions were fixed, and

therefore the "hard nickel" was paid to the employees in

some other form of fringe benefits if the S.U.B. fund
had already reached its maximum level of funding as deter47
mined by the contract. '
All S.U.B. plans negotiated since 1955 have pro-

- vided for some form of independent administration. These

plans also provide for a trustee to receive employer con

tribution and manage the fund. The immediate admlnstration of a

plan is usually performed by the employer, •

who pays administrative expenses out of his own operat

ing budget—these expenses are not charged against the
fund. The duties of the adminstrator are to receive appli
cations for S.U.B., determine the applicant’s eligibil

ity and prepare the claimant’s check. All plans provide
for grievance machinery to settle disputes brought by

the company and/or the union member, These appeal boards

usually consist of three representatives from the union

and three from the company. The six members.: appoint an

impartial chairman who is the board’s seventh member, and
47
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who votes only In case of a deadlock. The board’s de
cision is usually final. Finally, the trustee and the

company administrator are required to submit detailed

♦

reports on a monthly basis concerning fund transactions

and administrative decisions to the union.
Each plan tends to differ In the degree of indepen

dence it has from the eligibility restrictions of state
unemployment compensation boards. A very few plans require
nothing more than the approval of the unemployment insur

ance commission of claimant’s application for unemploy
ment Insurance to establish an applicant’s eligibilty for
S.U.B. Usually, however, S-.U.B. plans have stricter eli

gibility requirements and as a result, it is quite pos

sible for a laid-off employee to receive unemployment in
surance while being denied S.U.B. Nonetheless, these plans
seem to beaia great improvement over the situation exist

ing before S.U.B. I would like to turn now to a general
study of the adequacy of Supplemental Unemployment Benefits.

Perhaps one of the best measures of the adequacy of

S.U.B. plans is the exhaustion ratio. This ratio is the
number of S.U.B. claimants who have exhausted their bene-

,

•

fits (received the maximum number of payments allowed) to

the total number of eligible S.U.B. claimants who are cur

<

rently laid off. In a study conducted in 1966, Becker
48
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found, that the exhaustion patio during the 1960-61
recession (the period of heaviest unemployment in the
history of S.U.B.) in the steel Industry was probably
• 49
less than 20%.
It would seem that the unions were.satis

fied with the benefit duration in that they did not at
tempt to extend it during the next round of contract
negotiations.

Although the unions are probably not overly con-

cerned about the cost of a wage suuplement plan once it
has been negotiated, industry officials are understand
ably interested in the overall costs of such programs.

One of the best measure of the cost of a wage supplement
plan is in the terms of the cost_per„man'hour worked,
Becker sums up this cost data nicely in his book, Guar
anteed Income for the Unemployed: the Story of S.U.B.s

..•but actual costfhave mainly been a re
flection of economic conditions... the cost
of contributions varied among companies but
for the most of them was close to the full
five cents per rrr-n hour worked, while bener
fit costs were estimated to range from 0.5
cents to 3*89 cents per hour worked. In the
second period {July, 1962-June, 1965>« t^!e
cost of contributions ranged from if, 4 to
9.5 centsin fiscal 1963 and from 0.3 to 4.2
cents In fiscal 1965. while the cost of bene
fits ranged from 0.8 to 11.7 cents per hour
- in fiscal 1963. and fronuO.l to 0.9 cents
per hour in fiscj.1 1965. 0

The variance in costs to the employer between
1963 and 1965 was due in part to the use of contingent

Ibid
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liability by many companies by which they were not ob~
ligated to contribute the total amount provided for in

the contract to the S.U.B. fu^d, but only to provide a
fraction of that amount, assuming contingent liability
for the remainder: to be paid when the fund dropped be

low a set level, as it did in 1963• Employee benefits
varied due to the fact that many companies laid off eli
gible workers during 1963, while in 1965, lay-offs; were

very limited, as almost full employment generally existed at that time, according to Becker’s figures, the

employer contribution rate generally exceeded the bene

fit rate during this period. It is also interesting to
note that even at the highest contribution rate, cost

to the employer was less then 12 cents per hour. I believe

it is reasonable to assume that this cost is probably not
excessive in view of the economic consequences of wlde>>
■spread lay-offs of men who receive little or no compen

sation while out of work. This ideas of the effect of

supplemental wage benefits or lack thereof on society

brings us to the next section of this chapter: the effects
of S.U.B. on society.

Perhaps the greatest effect S.U.B. could have has
on American society would, be its effect on the alloca
tion of labor. Earlier in this paper Dr. Sumner Slichter

was quoted as to the reduced level of lebor mobility by
the early twentieth century, let seme level of labor mo
bility is essential to a free enterprise economy to assure

32
the most efficient allocation of labor between various

industries and between companies within those industries.

Given the reduced level o^ mobility occuring naturally
by the 1930's and the effect of seniority provisions on

labor mobility, any further reduction of labor1 mobility
caused by the institution of supplemental unemployment

benefit plans would seem to be undesirable to society as

a whole in that it would hinder the efficient allocation

of labor. With regard to mobility of labor between in
dustries Becker feels that:
"In long term lay-offs, S.U.B. supports an
employee during the extended period some
times necessary to find another job. But
S.U.B. can also delay adjustment to the real
ities of the situation when a drastic change
is inevitable
Thus mobility of employees between industries may

be reduced to some slight degree by S.U.B. But Becker is
referring to workers who have no hope of being called
back to work (such as in the case of a plant being perman

ently closed down), while it was pointed out earlier in

the paper that most S.U.B. plans have provisions requir
ing an employee to accept termination pay in lieu of sup
plemental wage payments in the case of a more or less

permanent lay-off. --

S.U.B. has probably also had some small affect on
labor mobility within and between companies in that the

Ibid., p. 250.
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advent of wage supplement plans made a lay-off more de52
sirable in some instances than work.
In many cases

SIM'" • •• 7 •

it seems an employee with seniority has the option of
’’bumping" to .-nother job' or accepting a lay-off . In
this case, if the lay-off will probably be short in length,

and the offered job is less desirable than the one the

employee currently holds, chances are probably great that
53
he will take the lay-off in favor of another job. J How
ever, on the basis of authoritative studies it has been

established that the effect of S.U.B. on the allocation

of labor is not great on either the supply or the demand
side» or as Becker puts it:
On the side of demand, S.U.B. makes unem
ployment more costly for the employer and .
hence tends to diminish the size of the com
pany’s under utilized labor pool. On the .
side of supply, S.U.B.- has the opposite ef»feet. The operation or the preferential
lay-off has probably increased slightly the
size of the employer’s labor force....but
in either case the net effect of S.U.B. oq
... ..
the labor force is probably quite small,

-r- • Is'-’.- -••• ;
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A second possible effect which supplemental unem
ployment benefit plans might have on American society

would be its effect on the unemployment insurance system.

*7

.•

To the extent that S.U.B. encourages a worker to remdin
on lay-off and continue to draw unemployment compensation,
plans of this type will increase the cost of states*

53Ibid*

5-Ibid., p. 253.
^Ibid., p. 259

unemployment insurance. However all the evidence indi
cates th^t S.U.B.*s effect in this regard has been very

slight.
Unemployment insurance plans can also be influenced
by the negotiation of a S.U.B. plan by an employer who

is currently paying the maximum unemployment insurance
tax rate. To the extent that higher unemployment insur

taxes come out of what could, have been higher wage rates,
low wage workers who

usually do not have S.U.B. (such

as in a retailing business) subsidize the unemployment

benefits of high wage workers (such as in a basic metals
/industry) who are receiving additional unemployment bene

fits from the plan's fund. In other words, low wage work

ers who are not covered by a private wage guarantee plan
subsidize high wage workers who are covered by such a

/

plan in addition to state unemployment compensation, to
the extent that the

-hisrh wage workers could have contrib

uted additional funds to the state unemployment compensa
tion commission and thereby have lowered

the tax rates for

the other employers. Although no current cost figures are

available, I believe it is reasonable to assume that any
increases in the cost of state unemployment compensation
plans due to the-causes

outlined above have been minimal.

Such data as is available would seem to bear out this con

clusion.

56Ibid.
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It would seem then, that, modern wage guarantee
plans have "had few, if any, detrimental effects on Amer

ican society. The net effect of S.U.B. on the allocation

and mobility of labor in this country would appear to
be minimal. Such plans have probable raised the costs

of state unemployment insurance, but these increases have
usually been of a very minor nature. To the extent that
the costs of present wage guarantee, plans have been passed

on to the American' consumer, these plans have had some
detrimental effect. Yet, in the example of the Ford set
tlement of 1955s it was pointed out that the overall cost

of the settlement had been determined early in the course
of the negotia tions, and the only problem was the allo

cation of the wage increase between "straight wages" and
fringe benefits. Experience has shown the same effect has

subsequently occured in nearly all Instances where S.U.B.

has been negotiated: union and management representatives

usually have a faily accurate idea of the maximum wage
increase a company can arford. The only question is whether

it shall be paid as straight wages or as a fringe benefit

such as S.U.B. Thus, it would be extremely difficult to
apportion increased costs to the. consumer between those
due to wage guarentees and those due to generally

high

settlement costs, but it is not unreasonable to assume

that S.U.B. in itself has not resulted in generally higher
prices to the consumer. The blame for higher prices to

the extent they are due to rising labor.costs, must be

placed on the generally high cost of labor settlements,
rather on any specific fhinge benefit.
Chapter III

In the course of this paper, we have looked at the
early history of the Guaranteed Annual Wage, the early

period of union agitation for Supplemental Unemployment
Benefits, and the shape such S.U.B. plans took when they
were negotiated. In addition, this paper has tries to an

alyze some of the causes of these plans, and the effect

they had on American society in general and the companies
involved in S.U.B. in particular.
At this time, I would like to summarize some of the
findings which have been made and offer some general con
clusions as to the desirability of S.U.B. plans in general.

I would like to again caution the reader that any conclu

sions made herein are based on the results of very limited
research into this field. Although wage guarantee plans

of one sort or another have been in effect for some forty
years, material on recent developments in the area is ex
tremely scarce, and the findings of this rapev will un

doubtedly have to be reinterpreted in the light of contin

ued reasearch.
Howeve'", in a general way it is possible to state
that as of today, S.U.B. must be looked upon as a success.

Wage guarantee: plans do not seem to have resulted in an
excessive labor cost for either the great majority of

••
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companies offering S.U.B. or Americ n society. The
value to the worker of a method, of cushioning the lay-

offs prevalent in

American industry would seem to be

greater than the dollar cost to the companies which have

negotiated. S.U.B. Most of the economic effects which

were predicted by industry spokesmen duping the late
19^0*s and early 1950*s have not occurred.We have seen

that the effect of S.U.B. on the allocation of labor

and the cost of state unemployment plans.has been mini
mal. At the same time, the recent plans negotiated by the

unions would seem to be adequate in view of the fact that
during' the worst crisis in recent S.U.B. history, the

recession of 1960-61, less than 20$ of eligible employees
who were laid off exhausted their unemployment benefits.

In the future if union members desire more liberal S.U.B.
coverage than is afforded by current plans, the subject
can be a matter of negotiation. .In the end, the future
of S.U.B. will depend on the state of the economy. If un

employment continues to rise, as it has shown a tendency

to do in recent months, agitation for greater and more

liberal S.U.B. coverage among union rank and file will

undoubtedly increase. If on the other hand, unemployment
again declines the likelihood of further plan liberalization
is small. In any event, the principle has been established,
and it is unlikely that private wage guarantee plans will

be discontinued in the forseeable future.
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